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if you're running easyfit 5.6 on the
same pc please note that easyfit will

overwrite your old user preference file.
to prevent this, rename your user's

preferences file to say efit.backup as
the file is in the following location:

c:\documents and
settings\user_name\application

data\mathwave technologies\easyfit v
5.6. the new data is saved to the

following location: c:\documents and
settings\user_name\application

data\mathwave technologies\easyfit v
5. this may resolve old user preference
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files that are not compatible with the
new version. it is best to rename your
user's preference file as some settings
may need to be changed. in addition,
easyfit provides a really easy way to

obtain the probability density,
cumulative probability, quantiles, or
descriptive and accuracy metrics as

illustration of your distribution.easyfit
also allows you to carry out tests to
check whether your data fits to a

certain distribution or makes it up for
the normal and any additional

distribution, allows to build unknown
functional relationships between your
data and choice a hidden style for the
relationship and carry out coefficient
estimation of the relationship.easyfit

supplies rich, interactive online
interactive figures to help you examine

the probability distribution and its
descriptive or descriptive metrics for
the distribution of yours. additionally,
different convenient functions provide
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you with the measures to compare
your data to your unseen distribution,

like the quantiles, cumulative
probability, or descriptive measures. it

works for files with extension
'.rar',''.zip',''.rar.m,.exe','.zip','.exe.zip'
and '.zip.exe', files that could be closed

with winrar, or can be opened with
winrar, and all current rar archives
created by rar. the crack 'program

menu' contains the options to go for.
('left' and 'right' navigate inside the file
list). the list of archives to be analyzed

and the best archive are shown in
'progress section', and the results of

the analysis are shown in 'output
panel'. ('load new instance' loads the

best archive in the job.). the title of an
archive is shown in the bottom of the

program window.
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the key features of easyfit consist of:
automatic model selection and
distribution fitting. interactive

interactive reports and users. an
intuitive user interface and data
logging. significant time-saving -
automatic or manual distribution

fitting. easyfit can select and fit over
55 distributions, including the most

common distributions such as
normal,log-normal, exponential,

logistic, erlang and weibull. easyfit
users can also easily fit any of these

distributions by hand. nearly no
distribution or model fitting knowledge
required. easyfit users can complete
distribution fitting jobs automatically

without any user intervention. the
ability to save time and resources by

reducing analysis mistakes. easyfit can
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perform advanced statistical analysis
using the maximum likelihood

estimator (mle), bayesian estimation,
bayesian information criterion (bic)

and akaike's information criterion (aic),
along with interval estimation and

hypothesis testing. possibility to select
any of the distributions from 13

categories. these distributions include
the most common distributions such as

normal, log-normal, exponential,
logistic, erlang and weibull. custom

distributions. easyfit supports over 55
user-defined distributions, including
distributions having specific pdf and
cdfs. easyfit users can easily create
their own distribution and fit to data
using this new distribution. ability to

compare the model goodness of fit by
using the hosmer-lemeshow tests, and
the chi square tests. ability to select
and fit any of 11 survival models to

data using the appropriate statistical
tests. ability to fit the data using the
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1-parameter weibull distribution, which
is particularly effective with data

exhibiting some asymmetry. bivariate,
multivariate and trend analyses can be

completed using easyfit. ability to
process single variables and
multivariates simultaneously.

automatic data logging and reporting.
easyfit can store the report in text,

excel, csv, pst or ms word, and send
the reports to cloud services such as
microsoft skydrive, googledocs, and

dropbox. the data logging and
reporting features can be integrated

into microsoft office applications such
as excel, and openoffice.org calc, and

some pdf readers. integrated with
microsoft excel, openoffice. automatic
data importing from the data logging.
users can import data from the cloud

or data logs into microsoft excel,
openoffice. ability to import any type
of data, including functions, dates,
intervals, data sets, numbers and
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strings. powerful tools for statistical
hypothesis testing, hypothesis

verification and model selection. value
added reporting, such as percentiles,
box plots and histograms. advanced
and interactive user reports. system
requirements: windows 7 or later;

excel 2007 or later; oracle or mysql
database; java runtime environment;

java native interface or.net framework;
adobe reader or acrobat reader; adobe
acrobat; openoffice.org calc; some pdf

readers. 5ec8ef588b
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